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however!

As soon as Xiao Tingjun’s cursing sounded, the scene that horrified

everyone to death happened in an instant!

boom!

Everyone suddenly saw that Xiao Tingjun, who was talking, flew

backwards for no reason, and slammed on the dining table.

He fell and turned his back on his horse, and was extremely

embarrassed.

A trace of blood flowed from the corner of his mouth, and half of

Xiao Tingjun’s face was already bloody.

Smashed by a palm!

Lin Fan looked indifferent and said, “I told you to shut up!”

Boom!

After seeing this scene, everyone present suddenly burst into pieces!

There was a deep shock in his eyes, almost falling off his eye sockets.

Senseless!

Completely confused!

What did they see?

Lin Fan slapped Xiao Tingjun away?

Guru!

Everyone swallowed fiercely, and then rubbed their eyes together,

regardless of what you believed in your eyes at this time.

And when they saw that Xiao Tingjun really fell to the ground in

embarrassment, the whole audience was completely blown up!

“Oh my God! He… dare to beat Young Master Xiao?”

“Crazy! This guy is really crazy!” How dare he hit the future Patriarch

of the Xiao family?

Even if Lin Fan’s wife is really the Jiangnan Communist Party, it would

not be able to compete with the 400-year-old behemoth in Jiangbei.

This is definitely breaking the sky!

By doing this, Lin Fan was like slapping the Xiao Family in the face.

The Xiao Family would definitely fall into thunder and anger. Not only

Lin Fan, but everyone related to him must die!

Puff!

At this time, Bai Yi was already paralyzed, as if she had seen the end of

their family.

She didn’t expect Lin Fan to be so bold that she would dare to beat

Xiao Tingjun.

Although both spokespersons for the King of the Blood Prison, the

position of the Xiao family in the Blood Prison is far from being

comparable to that of her rising star.

That’s it!

Because of Lin Fan’s recklessness, their family is dead!

at this time!

Xiao Tingjun was also dumbfounded, his eyes were full of disbelief.

From childhood to age, he has always existed like stars holding the

moon, aloof, power over the world, and no one dared to show

disrespect to him.

But now, he was beaten by a trash son-in-law in a small Jiangshi?

moment!

His eyes are splitting, and a deep resentment emerges in his eyes:

“You… dare to hit me?”

“Okay! Very good! I promise you that you will die! All people related to

you? , Will die!”

Hear this! Mobile phone: On the faces of Wen Qian and Lee Sang

Hyuk, a strong excitement and happiness appeared.

Because they all knew that Lin Fan had already succumbed to a

catastrophic disaster, even if the power of the whole Jiangnan was

gathered at this time, Lin Fan could not be saved.

“Old Yan!

Kill him for me!” In the next instant, Xiao Tingjun roared frantically,

showing endless hatred. Now he can’t wait to break Lin Fan’s body into

pieces.

what!

Just listen to this!

Everyone immediately stared at Xiao Tingjun, as if they had seen a

ghost!

In the hall, it seemed that even the air had solidified at this moment.

Old Yan, Yan Yutang!

He was also on the court!

Da Da Da…

At this moment, an old man walked out of the crowd with a smile on

his face, staring at Lin Fan with blazing eyes:

“Junior, you are too much! Dare to insult my young master of the Xiao

family,” Kneel down and die! I’ll give you a happy one!”

Seeing this, everyone’s faces suddenly appeared in shock!

Yan Yutang, plan to personally punish this fanatic?

So Lin Fan, is there a way to survive?

Everyone looked at Lin Fan’s eyes, and there was a thick ridicule, as if

already foreseeable, Lin Fan’s miserable end.

This kid, that’s it!

just!

Just when everyone thought that Lin Fan was about to be frightened,

they saw him slowly raising his head and repeating again:

“Five meters in front of him is the limit!”
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